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About
In 1947 when Indian democracy was born the total number of voters were just
10.60 crores In the 2009 elections the number of voters increased to 71.4 crores.
The number of voters are too many for the political leaders to serve. Therefore, leaders
are not able to respond to the citizens or solve problems. They also need
eed to create a
database and communicate to the voters whom they had previously helped.
elped.

Technology Advanced - Life Simplified
Connecting Voters with Leaders
Phone2vote uses advanced technology to simplify
communication between voters and leaders and also enables the
e leaders to
create a database of voters they have communicated with so as to enable them to
contact them during elections.

Easy connection between voter and leader
Redefining Democracy
Phone2Vote redefines democracy by bringing the voters and leaders together as a team to
solve problems.

support@phone2vote.com

Features of Phone2Vote

A phone number that is never busy
Phone 2 Vote will provide you a dedicated
phone number that must be promoted by a leader
in the constituency. A citizen calls the number
and recorded greeting by the leader will ask
him/her to leave a message. Call the citizen
back to discuss and solve the problem.

Leaders available 24 hours on internet
Phone2Vote will create a page for you on its
website. When a voter keys in their pincode
you will show up among the leaders if it is in
your constituency. They can question or start a
discussion on local issues to which your office
can respond at convenience.

Benefits to Leaders and Citizens
Many people will contact you via phone or
computer ; you can develop a relationship with
them by serving. You can build a database of
citizens with their numbers. Then it becomes
easy to get their support during elections.

Enabling you to be available to the
voter 24 X 7 while ensuring that you
can do the work at your leisure.
www.phone2vote.com

GET TO KNOW US:
How do I register with Phone2Vote?
Send your name, constituency, and contact
details with a cheque for Rs 84,270 to register
yourself. Then P2V will send you a password to
record your phone message and activate your
web page, after reading and accepting the agreement.
How much does it cost?
Phone2Vote is a subscription based service for
Rs. 1,00,000 a year. You can avail the inaugural
discount and register for the service for Rs.
84,270 a year including taxes.
Do I have to pay for each call I receive?
No. You pay only the yearly fee.
Can people call from any mobile or landline number?
Yes.
Do I have to be an elected representative to avail the service?
No. Any political leader or aspiring political leader can avail the service.
Do I have to handle the communication myself?
No. Your o ce can call back people and respond to them, under your supervision.
My sta do not know how to use internet, can I avail the system?
Phone2vote is a very simple system that is very easy to operate on internet.
What happens to the database if I do not contest?
You can transfer the database to anybody. For example if someone you support is
contesting, they can use your database to communicate with the voters.
Is the service available in my constituency?
The service is available in every constituency in India.

e-mail
kp@phone2vote.com
www.phone2vote.com

Address
Phone2Vote India Pvt Ltd
14, Avenue 4, Road No 10,
Banjara Hills
Hyderabad 500034
Tel: +91-90300-98999

